DashBuilder Layout API
DashBuilder

“Dashbuilder is a full featured web application which allows non-technical users to visually create business dashboards”

Dashbuilder is also part of Business Central!
Data Sets

- Bean
- CSV
- SQL
- Elastic Search
- Prometheus
- Kafka
- Execution Server
Content Management

From here you can create & customize both the application content and its navigation menus. You can start by creating a new Page.
Page Structure
Layout CSS Properties
Component Types

- **Static Components**: Does NOT use data
- **Navigation**: To embed navigation in the page
- **Dynamic Components**: Makes use of datasets
- **External components**: Built by users - can be static or dynamic
Core Components

Dashbuilder

Core components are static

This is from another Page!
Navigation Components

- Menu Bar
- Tree
- Carousel
- Tab List
- Tile Navigator
- Target Div
Reporting Components
External Components

https://blog.kie.org/2021/02/dashbuilder-external-components-javascript-api-2.html
Layout Java API

Sample Dashboards

http://appcombo.com.br

Metal Bands 1m/
A summary of metal bands from all over the world.
Based on: GTM Metal Bands by Netline server.

Online Streaming
Northwest Corner: Overview of nations
- United States
- Canada

Summary: Overview of nations
Duty Days: Summary by decade

COVID in Brazil Dashboards
Dashboard based on the Brazil: The latest update.